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Abbreviations and Defined Terms 

ACCC Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 

Amendment Act Motor Accident Insurance and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2010 
(Qld). 

APCT Abbot Point Coal Terminal. 

BHPBIO v NCC BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd v National Competition Council [2008] 
HCA 45. 

Blackwater Facility The railway facility running from mines in the vicinity of Gregory, 
Kestrel, Ensham, Minerva, Rolleston, Cook and Curragh to the Port of 
Gladstone, and as otherwise defined in paragraph 3.1(a) below. 

blue roads Certain railroads (identified in paragraph 3.3 below) that were marked 
blue on line diagrams, indicating that the road was operated by a 
related party of QR Network Ltd. The blue roads were not declared 
under or subject to the Queensland Rail Access Regime prior to the 
commencement of the Amendment Act. 

Council / NCC National Competition Council. 

CPA Competition Principles Agreement, entered into by the States and 
Territories of Australia 11 April 1995 and as amended 13 April 2007. 

CQCN Central Queensland Coal Network, comprising QR Limited’s 
Blackwater, Goonyella, Moura and Newlands Facilities. 

criterion (a) Section 44G(2)(a) of the TPA. 

criterion (b) Section 44G(2)(b) of the TPA. 

criterion (c) Section 44G(2)(c) of the TPA. 

criterion (d) Section 44G(2)(d) of the TPA. 

criterion (e) Section 44G(2)(e) of the TPA. 

criterion (f) Section 44G(2)(f) of the TPA. 

DBCT Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal. 

Facility / Facilities Each of the Blackwater Facility, Goonyella Facility, Moura Facility and 
Newlands Facility, as defined in paragraphs 3.1-3.3 below. 

GAP The Goonyella to Abbot Point expansion project to be constructed 
from North Goonyella to Newlands connecting the Goonyella and 
Newlands Facilities. 

Goonyella Facility The railway facility running from mines in the vicinity of Blair Athol, 
North Goonyella, Gregory and Hall Creek to the Port of Hay Point, and 
as otherwise defined in paragraph 3.1(b) below. 

IPO Initial Public Offering of QR National Limited. Listing on the Australian 
Stock Exchange is expected to take place in late 2010. 

Moura Facility The railway facility running from mines in the vicinity of Goolara, 
Koorgoo, Callide Coalfields and Taragoola to the Port of Gladstone, 
and as otherwise defined in paragraph 3.1(c) below. 

mtpa million tonnes per annum. 

National Access Regime The mechanism established by Part IIIA through which an access 
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seeker can gain access to the service or services provided by a 
nationally significant infrastructure facility on commercial terms and 
conditions. 

Newlands Facility The railway facility running from the mines in the vicinity of Newlands 
and McNaughton to the Port of Abbot Point, and as otherwise defined 
in paragraph 3.1(d) below. 

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 

Pacific National Pacific National Pty Ltd, the declaration applicant. Pacific National is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Asciano Limited. 

Part IIIA Part IIIA of the TPA. 

PN1 Pacific National, Application under Part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act 
1974 for a Declaration Recommendation for the Services provided by 
Queensland Rail’s Queensland Coal Rail Network, including annexures, 
dated 18 May 2010 and received by the Council 19 May 2010. 

PN2 Letter received by the Council 14 July 2010 from Pacific National 
providing information in response to questions from the Council. 

PN3 Pacific National, Submission to the National Competition Council: 
Queensland Rail Network Certification and Declaration Application, 
including covering letter and annexures, dated July 2010 and received 
by the Council 19 July 2010. 

PN4 Pacific National, Supplementary Submission to National Competition 
Council on the Queensland Rail Network, dated and received by the 
Council 16 August 2010. 

QCA Queensland Competition Authority. 

QCA Act Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld). 

QCA Regulation Queensland Competition Authority Regulation 2007 (Qld). 

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 

QG1 Application on behalf of the State of Queensland for recommendation 
on the effectiveness of the Queensland Third Party Access Regime for 
Rail Services Provided by the Queensland Intrastate Rail Network, 
dated 17 June 2010. 

QG2 Queensland Government, Submission to the National Competition 
Council: Application under part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act 1974 for 
a Declaration Recommendation for the Services provided by 
Queensland Rail’s Queensland Coal Rail Network, dated and received 
by the Council 19 July 2010. 

QG3 Queensland Government, Submission to the National Competition 
Council: Application by the Queensland Government for a 
Recommendation on the Effectiveness of the Queensland Rail Access 
Regime; Application by Pacific National Pty Ltd for a Recommendation 
that Services provided by Queensland Rail’s Queensland Coal Rail 
Network be declared under Part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act 1974, 
dated and received by the Council 16 August 2010. 

QR Limited  QR Limited (ACN 124 649 967), a Government owned corporation 
established as ‘Queensland Rail’ in 1998. In 2007 the name was 
changed to ‘QR’ and then to ‘QR Limited’. On 1 July 2010, the 
company’s passenger business was transferred to Queensland Rail 
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Limited, a new Government-owned corporation. QR Limited’s coal, 
freight, (below rail) network and (above rail) services businesses will 
be publicly listed in the IPO as QR National Limited, trading as QR 
National. QR Network, a wholly owned subsidiary of QR National 
Limited, will hold a lease over the CQCN. 

QR National Coal A wholly-owned subsidiary of QR Limited, conducting the above-rail 
coal freight business. 

QR National Wholly-owned subsidiary of QR Limited that currently holds QR 
Limited’s coal, freight, network (ie below-rail) and services (ie above-
rail) businesses. The businesses will be publicly listed in the IPO as QR 
National Limited, and will trade as QR National. 

QR Network QR Network Pty Ltd, a wholly-owned subsidiary of QR Limited 
responsible for managing the infrastructure assets that make up QR 
Limited’s rail network, including the CQCN. 

QR1 QR Limited, Submission to the National Competition Council on the 
Application for Declaration of the Central Queensland Coal Rail 
Network, dated and received by the Council 19 July 2010. 

Queensland Rail Limited The new Government-owned corporation responsible for the 
Queensland passenger rail business from 1 July 2010. 

Queensland Rail Access 
Regime 

The rail access regime comprised of the QCA Act, the QCA Regulation, 
the provisions of the TI Act relating to governance arrangements for 
QR National, the Rail Safety Act and (at the date of this draft 
recommendation) UT2. 

Rail Safety Act Transport (Rail Safety) Act 2010 (Qld). 

Re Fortescue In the matter of Fortescue Metals Group Limited [2010] A CompT 2. 

Red roads Railroads marked red on line diagrams, indicating that the road was 
operated by QR Network Ltd and declared under and subject to the 
Queensland Rail Access Regime prior to the commencement of the 
Amendment Act. 

Service / Services Use of each of the Facilities, as defined in paragraphs 3.1-3.3 below. 

Sydney Airport Appeal Sydney Airport Corporation Ltd v Australian Competition Tribunal 
[2006] FCAFC 146. 

TI Act Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (Qld). 

TPA Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth). 

UT2 QR Network’s access undertakings approved by the QCA and which 
became effective on 1 July 2005 and 1 September 2008. 

UT3 QR Network’s 2010 access undertaking lodged with the QCA for 
approval on 15 April 2010. 

Tribunal Australian Competition Tribunal. 
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1 Draft recommendation 

Recommendation 

1.1 The Council proposes to recommend to the designated Minister that the each of the 

four services provided by the Blackwater, Goonyella, Moura, and Newlands railway 

facilities in Central Queensland (as defined in paragraphs 3.1-3.3 below) not be 

declared under Part IIIA.  

1.2 The Council’s preliminary view is that the applications for declaration of these 

services do not satisfy all of the declaration criteria contained in s 44G(2) of the Trade 

Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (TPA). In particular the Council is not satisfied that the 

services are not subject to an effective access regime (criterion (e)) and that access 

would not be contrary to the public interest (criterion (f)). Furthermore, as a matter 

of discretion, the Council considers that the public interest would be best served by 

not declaring the Services. 

1.3 The Council’s reasons for its draft recommendation are set out in this report.  

Public consultation on the Draft Recommendation 

1.4 The Council seeks submissions from interested parties in response to this draft 

recommendation and will take any submissions it receives into account in preparing 

its final recommendation to the designated Minister. The closing date for submissions 

is 5.00pm on 14 October 2010. Interested parties are urged to comply with the 

submission deadline. Extensions to the deadline are unlikely and late submissions will 

only be considered in exceptional circumstances. 

1.5 Submissions should be emailed in soft copy to the Council at 

qldrailnetwork@ncc.gov.au (in both MS Word and PDF formats), with a hard copy 

sent to: 

QR Declaration  

National Competition Council 

GPO Box 250 

Melbourne  VIC  3001 

mailto:qldrailnetwork@ncc.gov.au
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2 Declaration applications and process 

Declaration applications 

2.1 On 19 May 2010, the Council received from Pacific National Pty Ltd (ACN 098 060 

550) (Pacific National) applications under Part IIIA (PN1) for declaration of each of 

the four services provided by the Blackwater, Goonyella, Moura and Newlands 

railway facilities in Central Queensland. The facilities are referred to collectively as the 

Central Queensland Coal Network (CQCN). A map of the CQCN is Appendix A. The 

Council considers that the issues that arise in relation to each application are the 

same. The Council has treated the applications together for the purpose of its 

analysis of the declaration criteria and other issues.  

2.2 Queensland’s coal mines export coal through six coal terminals located at the ports of 

Brisbane, Gladstone, Hay Point and Abbot Point. The coal mines are connected to the 

export terminals via five rail supply systems─the four systems of the CQCN and the 

Western System.1 These systems consist of over 2200 kilometres of track and have 

more than 35 coal loading points. 

2.3 The CQCN is owned by the Queensland Government and operated by QR Network Pty 

Ltd (QR Network), a subsidiary of QR Limited, a Queensland Government-owned 

corporation. On 1 July 2010, QR Limited’s coal and freight businesses were separated 

from its passenger services business. The coal and freight businesses are held by QR 

National, which will be publicly listed under an initial public offering (IPO) as QR 

National Limited, a vertically integrated rail company. QR National will hold a long-

term lease over the CQCN. QR Limited’s passenger business, including the 

metropolitan and regional freight networks, will be held by Queensland Rail Limited, 

a new Queensland Government-owned corporation. 

2.4 Pacific National currently operates its own trains and rolling stock on the CQCN in 

competition with QR Limited. Access to the CQCN is currently subject to the access 

regime (Queensland Rail Access Regime) established by: 

(a) the Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld) (QCA Act), as 

amended by the Motor Accident Insurance and Other Legislation 

Amendment Act 2010 (Qld) (Amendment Act) 

(b) the Queensland Competition Authority Regulation 1997 (Qld) (QCA 

Regulation), as amended by the Queensland Competition Authority 

Amendment Regulation (No. 3) 2010 (Qld) and the Amendment Act 

(c) provisions of the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (Qld) (TI Act) relating to 

organisational arrangements for QR Limited 

                                                           
1
  The Western System is distinct from the CQCN and is not the subject of the applications for 

declaration. 
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(d) the rail safety regime established by the TI Act, but which will transition to 

the regime established by the Transport (Rail Safety) Act 2010 (Qld) (Rail 

Safety Act) when proclaimed, and 

(e) the relevant access undertaking as accepted by the Queensland 

Competition Authority (QCA) under the provisions of the QCA Act and 

amended from time to time. As at the date of this draft recommendation 

this is QR Network's 2008 Access Undertaking, approved by the QCA and 

which became effective on 1 July 2005 and 1 September 2008 (UT2). The 

QCA is currently considering QR Network’s draft 2010 Access Undertaking 

(UT3), which will supersede UT2 if and when approved by the QCA. 

2.5 Among other things, Pacific National has expressed particular concerns about the 

effectiveness of the Queensland Rail Access Regime in light of the proposed 

privatisation of a vertically integrated QR Limited and claims that declaration 

pursuant to Part IIIA ‘is necessary to achieve the objective of establishing a level 

playing field for above rail competition in coal haulage’ (PN1, [1.1]). 

2.6 On 17 June 2010 the Council received from the Premier of Queensland, the Hon Anna 

Bligh MP, an application for a recommendation under s 44M(2) of the TPA that the 

Queensland Rail Access Regime be certified as an effective access regime (QG1).  

2.7 The Council considers that the issues it must consider in relation to certification of 

the Queensland Rail Access Regime and those that arise under s 44G(2)(e) of the TPA 

(criterion (e)) in respect of the declaration of the CQCN are substantially the same 

and that the Council’s recommendations on these issues must necessarily be 

consistent. If the Council recommends that the Queensland Rail Access Regime is an 

effective regime, then it will not be able to be satisfied that criterion (e) is met and 

will not be able to recommend that the Services be declared. Conversely, if the 

Council were to recommend against certification of the Queensland Rail Access 

Regime then it would be likely to hold that criterion (e) is met, although it may still 

recommend against declaration where other criteria are not met. 

2.8 The Council intends to rely on its analysis of the effectiveness of the Queensland Rail 

Access Regime in its consideration of the application for certification for the 

substance of its assessment of criterion (e). The Council’s draft certification 

recommendation therefore forms part of this draft recommendation. 

2.9 The designated Minister in respect of declaration of the CQCN is the Premier of 

Queensland, the Hon Anna Bligh MP. The designated Minister in respect of 

certification of the Queensland Rail Access Regime is the Federal Treasurer, the Hon 

Wayne Swan MP.  
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Public consultation on the applications 

2.10 At the commencement of the public consultation process, the Council informed 

interested parties that it is undertaking its consideration of the four applications for 

declaration together and at the same time as its consideration of the application for 

certification of the Queensland Rail Access Regime. Where appropriate the Council 

has adopted a common process.  

2.11 The public version of PN1, excluding material identified by Pacific National as 

confidential, is available on the Council’s website. The Council also published on its 

website: 

 a document describing the confidential material excluded from the public 

version of PN1 

 a letter from Pacific National dated 14 July 2010 providing additional 

information requested by the Council in relation to PN1 (PN2), and 

 a further letter from Pacific National dated 26 July 2010 correcting certain 

information contained in PN2.2 

2.12 In PN2, Pacific National: 

 confirms its view that each of the Services as defined encompasses a range 

of activities enabling an above rail operator to offer rail haulage services on 

one or more of the facilities and are therefore sufficient for an access 

seeker’s business purposes 

 seeks to clarify the sufficiency of the Services by inserting additional 

wording into the definition of the extent of each Service 

 confirms that each service definition is intended to apply only to assets 

providing below-rail services, and 

 argues that certain facilities included in the definitions of the Services (the 

‘blue roads’ identified in paragraph 3.3 below) are 

 within the minimum bundle of assets necessary to provide the 

service for which access is sought, and  

 appropriately included as they are not necessarily economical to 

duplicate. 

2.13 The Council invited interested parties to make written submissions on the 

applications for declaration and on the application for certification before 19 July 

2010. The Council received submissions from: 

                                                           
2
  The letter received 26 July 2010 clarifies that Pacific National has not previously used the 

Moranbah freight siding and that access was refused by a subsidiary of QR Limited rather than 

QR National. 
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 Pacific National (PN3) 

 QR Limited (QR1), and 

 the Queensland Government (QG2). 

2.14 In light of the forthcoming IPO, the recent amendments to the QCA Act and QCA 

Regulation and the QCA’s consideration of UT3, the Council provided an opportunity 

for parties to make supplementary submissions addressing the consequences of any 

significant developments occurring after the first submission deadline. The deadline 

for supplementary submissions was 16 August 2010. The following three submissions 

were received. 

 QR Limited made a short submission correcting information provided in 

QR1. 

 Pacific National made a submission (PN4) addressing: 

 proposed changes to the planned amendments to the QCA Act, and 

 certain matters arising from the reasons of the Tribunal in In the 

matter of Fortescue Metals Group Limited [2010] A CompT 2 (Re 

Fortescue), which were not publicly available prior to the close of 

principal submissions. 

 The Queensland Government made a submission (QG3) outlining its view of 

the effect of proposed changes to the planned amendments to the QCA Act. 

2.15 The submissions and supplementary submissions were published on the Council’s 

website shortly after the close of submissions. 

2.16 In preparing this draft recommendation, the Council has taken into account PN1 

(including the two letters referred to in paragraph 2.11 above), principal and 

supplementary submissions, information provided during meetings and discussions 

with interested and related parties and information obtained from publicly available 

sources, including (where relevant) information relating to the application for 

certification. 
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3 Definition of the Services 

The Services sought to be declared 

3.1 The services to which Pacific National seeks access (Services) consist of the use of 

each of the following facilities (each a Facility).3 

(a) The Blackwater Facility: 994 kilometres of bi-directional narrow gauge 

railway track (approximately 200 kilometres of which is duplicated and 

approximately 823 kilometres of which is electrified) which runs from the 

vicinity of mines proximate to the regions of each of Gregory, Kestrel, 

Ensham, Minerva, Rolleston, Cook and Curragh to the Port of Gladstone and 

to coal fired power stations or other domestic coal users and any point of 

interconnection with another rail track located along that route, as depicted 

in QR Network 2009, Figure 11, and associated infrastructure. 

(b) The Goonyella Facility: 924 kilometres of bi-directional narrow gauge track, 

all of which is electrified (with duplicated track between Dalrymple Junction 

and Wotonga), which runs from the vicinity of mines proximate to the 

regions of Blair Athol, North Goonyella, Gregory and Hail Creek to the Port 

of Hay Point and to coal fired power stations or other domestic coal users 

and any point of interconnection with another rail track located along that 

route, as depicted in QR Network 2009, Figure 20, and associated 

infrastructure. 

(c) The Moura Facility: 301 kilometres of single line narrow gauge track which 

runs from the vicinity of mines in the region of each of Goolara, Koorngoo, 

Callide Coalfields and Taragoola to the Port of Gladstone and to coal fired 

power stations or other domestic coal users and any point of 

interconnection with another rail track located along that route, as depicted 

in QR Network 2009, Figure 12, and associated infrastructure. 

(d) The Newlands Facility: 203 kilometres of single line narrow gauge track 

which runs from the vicinity of mines in the region of each of the Newlands 

and McNaughton to the port at Abbot Point and to coal fired power stations 

or other domestic coal users and any point of interconnection with another 

rail track located along that route, and the Goonyella to Abbot Point 

expansion project (GAP) to be constructed from North Goonyella to 

Newlands connecting the Goonyella and Newlands Systems, as depicted in 

QR Network 2009, Figure 21, and associated infrastructure. 

3.2 ‘Associated infrastructure’ in each case is defined as including, without limitation: 

                                                           
3
  Text in italics was added to the service definition by PN2. 
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(a) railway track, associated track structures, over or under track structures, 

supports (including supports for equipment or items associated with the 

use of the railway) 

(b) bridges 

(c) passing loops 

(d) train control systems, signaling systems and communications systems 

(e) sidings and refuges to park rolling stock 

(f) roads and other facilities which provide access to the respective railway 

track 

(g) short-term maintenance services, and 

(h) yards. 

3.3 In addition, ‘associated infrastructure’ in respect of the Goonyella and Moura 

Facilities is defined to specifically include the following assets. 

(a) On the Goonyella Facility: 

(i) the Moranbah freight siding  

(ii) Jilalan Yard 

(iii) Jilalan Number 4 Road 

(iv) Jilalan Road providing access to the Siemens commissioning shed, 

and 

(v) the new provisioning roads passing signals 49A/B and 50 A/B. 

(b) On the Moura Facility, Callemondah Road to the EDI commissioning shed. 

(the blue roads). 

3.4 Prior to commencement of the Amendment Act, assets declared under the 

Queensland Rail Access Regime were marked red on line diagrams, 4 and are referred 

to as red roads. The assets identified in paragraph 3.3 did not form part of the 

declared service under the Queensland Rail Access Regime. Their exclusion from 

declaration was indicated on line diagrams by their being coloured blue, while assets 

included in the declared service were coloured red. For simplicity, the assets listed in 

paragraph 3.3 above will be referred to collectively as the blue roads.  

                                                           
4
  Line diagrams are diagrammatical representations identifying the configuration of the rail 

network and the parts of the rail network managed by QR Network, a related (train service) 

operator or a person other than QR Network (see cl 10.1 of UT2 and cl 12.1 of UT3). Prior to 

the commencement of the Amendment Act, access to the red roads was negotiated with QR 

Network under an access undertaking. 
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Meaning of ‘service’ 

3.5 The term ‘service’ is defined in s 44B of the TPA: 

Service means a service provided by means of a facility and includes: 

(a) the use of an infrastructure facility such as a road or railway line; 

(b) handling or transporting things such as goods or people; 

(c) a communication service or similar service;  

but does not include: 

(d) the supply of goods; or 

(e) the use of intellectual property; or 

(f) the use of a production process; 

except to the extent that is an integral but subsidiary part of the service. 

3.6 Where a service falls within one of the exceptions in the definition in s 44B, the 

Council does not have jurisdiction to consider an application for declaration of that 

service under s 44F(1) of the TPA. The declaration applications and submissions do 

not address whether or not the Services are services within the definition in s 44B. 

The High Court has held that below rail services are not the use of a production 

process and are not subject to the exception in paragraph (f) of the definition of 

‘service’ in s 44B (BHPBIO v NCC). 

3.7 The Council is satisfied that the Services are services for the purposes of the 

definition in s 44B and that the Council has jurisdiction to consider the applications 

for declaration. 

QR Limited submission on the service definition 

3.8 QR Limited submits that Pacific National’s proposed service definition is deficient 

because:  

Pacific National has simply provided a broad, non-exclusive list of facilities that 

Pacific National would like to use, presumably for any purpose it sees fit (QR1, 

[4.4]). 

3.9 QR Limited argues that the alleged failure to properly specify the service to which 

access is sought denies interested parties and the Council the ability to properly 

respond to the applications for declarations. QR Limited argues that, following the 

clarification in PN2 that the applications for declaration apply only to below rail 

services, the Council should not consider anything other than below rail services in its 
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assessment. The Council, according to QR Limited, must not consider any assets that 

go beyond the ‘minimum bundle of assets’ required to provide below rail facilities. 

3.10 The Council does not accept QR Limited’s arguments on this point. The Council 

considers that the service definitions are sufficiently clear to enable interested parties 

to respond to the applications for declaration and for the necessary provisions of 

Part IIIA to be applied. A dispute as to whether or not a specific asset to which access 

is sought is a below-rail asset and included in the assets providing the declared 

service is properly a matter to be resolved through arbitration by the ACCC of a 

specific access request. 
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4 Declaration under Part IIIA 

Objectives and character of Part IIIA (the National Access Regime) 

4.1 The National Access Regime established by Part IIIA of the TPA provides a legal 

mechanism by which an access seeker can gain access to the services provided by an 

infrastructure facility—such as a railway, port, or other handling, transport or 

communications facility—on commercial terms and conditions. It is available when 

attempts at commercially negotiated access are unsuccessful.  

4.2 The regime provides an important means of promoting competition in markets where 

the ability to compete effectively is dependent on being able to use a monopoly 

infrastructure service. At the same time the regime ensures that infrastructure 

owners receive a commercial return on investment and that incentives for efficient 

investment are not adversely affected. 

4.3 Declaration is the first stage of the National Access Regime under Part IIIA. It is the 

mechanism for determining whether the service or services provided by a particular 

facility should be subject to access regulation and depends on whether the six criteria 

specified in Part IIIA of the TPA are satisfied.  

4.4 Where a service is declared, a service provider and access seeker negotiate the terms 

and conditions upon which access may be granted, with recourse to arbitration by the 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) where the parties are 

unable to reach agreement. 

4.5 The High Court discussed the two stage nature of the National Access Regime in BHP 

Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd v National Competition Council [2008] HCA 45 (BHPBIO v 

NCC) at [17]-[18]:5 

The consequence of a declaration of a service is that the “third party” ... is given 

what may be described as an enforceable right to negotiate access to the 

service. The right to negotiate may be considered “enforceable” because, 

subject to the constitutional limits (stated in s 44R), if a third party and a 

provider are unable to agree upon an arrangement for the third party to have 

access to the declared service, the third party may notify the ACCC of the 

dispute (s 44S). The ACCC then has the power to arbitrate such an access 

dispute and, in general, “must make a written determination on access by the 

third party to the service” (s 44(V)(1)). 

                                                           
5
  References in original removed. 
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Legal requirements for declaration 

4.6 The Council is responsible for considering applications for declaration. Under s 44G(2) 

of the TPA, the Council cannot recommend that the designated Minister declare the 

service unless it is satisfied of all of the following matters: 

(a) access (or increased access) to the service would promote a material 

increase in competition in at least one market (whether or not in Australia), 

other than the market for the service (criterion (a)) 

(b) it would be uneconomical for anyone to develop another facility to provide 

the service (criterion (b)) 

(c) the facility is of national significance, having regard to: 

(i) the size of the facility, or 

(ii) the importance of the facility to constitutional trade or commerce, or 

(iii) the importance of the facility to the national economy  

(criterion (c)) 

(d) access to the service can be provided without undue risk to human health 

or safety (criterion (d)) 

(e) access to the service is not already the subject of an effective access regime 

(criterion (e)) 

(f) access (or increased access) to the service would not be contrary to the 

public interest (criterion (f)). 

4.7 The Trade Practices Amendment (Infrastructure Access) Act 2010 (Cth) was passed by 

the Commonwealth Parliament on 24 June 2010 and came into force on 14 July 2010. 

Among other amendments this Act removed the health and safety criterion (criterion 

(d)) from the factors to be considered in relation to declaration applications and 

changed criterion (e) such that only services subject to certified state or territory 

access regimes are precluded from declaration. These changes do not apply to 

applications received prior to the commencement of the amending provisions. 

References in this draft recommendation to the TPA or Part IIIA should be read as the 

legislation in effect on 19 May 2010 (the day on which the Council received PN1), 

unless otherwise noted. 

4.8 Section 44F(4) of the TPA requires that the Council also consider whether it would be 

economical for anyone to develop another facility that could provide part of the 

service. The Council’s consideration of s 44F(4) is incorporated into its consideration 

of criterion (b) (see paragraphs 6.24-6.30 below). 

4.9 The Council’s considerations are also informed by the objects of Part IIIA which are 

set out in s 44AA of the TPA: 
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The objects of this Part are to: 

(a) promote the economically efficient operation of, use of and investment 

in the infrastructure by which services are provided, thereby promoting 

effective competition in upstream and downstream markets; and 

(b) provide a framework and guiding principles to encourage a consistent 

approach to access regulation in each industry. 

4.10 Further information on declaration and the Council’s assessment of declaration 

applications is available in the Council publication Declaration of Services–A guide to 

Declaration under Part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (NCC 2009a).6 

                                                           
6
  Available on the Council’s website at: www.ncc.gov.au/images/uploads/Declaration_Guide.pdf 

http://www.ncc.gov.au/images/uploads/Declaration_Guide.pdf
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5 Criterion (a): Promotion of competition 

Legal requirements 

5.1 Criterion (a) provides that the Council cannot recommend that a service be declared 

unless it is satisfied that access (or increased access) to the service would promote a 

material increase in competition in at least one market other than the market for the 

service (a ‘dependent market’). An increase in competition will be material if it is not 

trivial.7 The purpose of criterion (a) is to limit declaration to services provided by 

facilities that are bottlenecks to competition in a dependent market. 

5.2 The right to access that may result from declaration is not limited to the party that 

applied for declaration. Consequently, the assessment of the competitive effects of 

access is concerned with the process of competition and the effect of access in 

general. Whether criterion (a) is satisfied does not turn on the commercial interests 

or pursuits of the particular applicant for declaration or other individual market 

entrants. 

5.3 The assessment of criterion (a) involves the application of a ‘future with and without’ 

test. It is a comparison of the future state of competition in the dependent market 

with a right or ability to use the service for which declaration is sought and the future 

state of competition in the dependent market without a right or ability to use the 

service (Sydney Airport Corporation Limited v Australian Competition Tribunal [2006] 

FCAFC 146 (Sydney Airport Appeal), [83]). The test is not whether declaration would 

promote a material increase in competition, but whether access, in the ordinary 

sense of that word, would promote a material increase in competition (Sydney 

Airport Appeal, [81]–[83]). Similarly, the Tribunal has also said, it does not mean the 

right or ability to use the service under Part IIIA (Re Fortescue, [1059]).  

5.4 In assessing whether criterion (a) is satisfied, the Council:  

 identifies whether there is one or more dependent (upstream or 

downstream) markets 

 considers whether the identified dependent market(s) is separate from the 

market for the service to which access is sought, and 

 considers whether access (or increased access) would promote a materially 

more competitive environment in any dependent market thereby 

promoting a material increase in competition in that dependent market. 

                                                           
7
  Trade Practices Amendment (National Access Regime) Bill 2005 (Cth), Explanatory 

Memorandum at item 16, and p 21. 
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The dependent market(s) 

5.5 In assessing criterion (a), the Council considers whether there is at least one market 

in which competition would be materially promoted due to access or increased 

access. The Council must be satisfied that this market is separate from the market for 

the service for which access is sought.  

5.6 Markets are usually identified by the products or services included within them, their 

geographic extent, functional level, and, if appropriate, their temporal dimension. 

Separate product or service markets exist if their respective products or services are 

not strongly substitutable for one another. Separate geographic markets may exist 

where products or services in one geographic location are not strongly substitutable 

for those in another location. Where two or more markets are characterised by a 

common product or service or geographic area, they may still be separate markets 

where they involve transactions at different functional levels. For markets to be 

regarded as functionally separate, vertical integration must not be inevitable (the 

‘economic separability test’). The joint economies of scope and transaction costs 

involved in the separate provision of the product or service must not be so large as to 

preclude separate provision. In addition, for functional levels to be distinct, each 

must involve assets that are sufficiently specific and distinct that assets used to 

produce an output at one level cannot readily produce an output at another level 

(the ‘asset specificity test’). These tests for functional separability are also relevant to 

determining whether a dependent market is functionally separate from the service 

for which declaration is sought.  

Declaration applications and submissions 

5.7 Pacific National submits that access to the CQCN would promote a material increase 

in competition in three dependent markets being: 

(a) the market for the provision of coal haulage services on narrow gauge rail 

lines in Queensland 

(b) the market for the development and exploitation of coal mines and 

tenements in Central Queensland in proximity to the CQCN, and 

(c) the market for globally traded coking coal. 

5.8 Pacific National further submits that: 

(a) the rail haulage market is functionally separate from the market for the 

provision of rail track access and from markets in which the commodities 

being transported are sold 

(b) the coal tenement market is functionally separate from the market for the 

provision of rail track access 
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(c) the markets for globally traded coking coal and thermal coal are separate 

product markets and these products are clearly distinct from those involved 

in the provision of rail track access.  

5.9 As such, Pacific National submits that there is no basis for concluding that the 

markets for the Services, the rail haulage market, the coal tenement market, and the 

markets for coking coal and thermal coal are merely elements of an overall market for 

globally traded coking coal.  

The Council’s view on dependent markets 

5.10 The Council considers that the most relevant dependent market is the rail haulage 

market described in PN1. A material promotion of competition in the rail haulage 

market is sufficient to satisfy criterion (a). 

5.11 In the Council’s view it is not necessary to consider the coal tenement or global 

coking coal markets in detail because a material promotion of competition in rail 

haulage is sufficient for criterion (a) to be satisfied. If access or increased access 

would not result in a material promotion of competition in the rail haulage market, 

then it would be unlikely to materially promote competition in upstream or 

downstream markets.8  

5.12 The market for the Services is the market for the use of the below-rail infrastructure 

that makes up the Facilities and, taken together, the CQCN. The Council considers that 

the rail haulage market is separate from the market for the Services. It is clear from 

the provision of rail haulage services by Pacific National and by QR Limited’s coal 

business, using below-rail infrastructure operated by QR Network, that below-rail and 

above-rail services need not be undertaken by one entity. In addition, the assets 

required to provide rail haulage services (including locomotives and rolling stock) and 

the Services (which use assets such as track, bridges, sidings, passing loops and 

signalling, communication and control systems) are distinct. 

5.13 The Council considers that the service dimension of the dependent market is 

appropriately characterised as a market for rail haulage services for coal. 

Notwithstanding the limited interconnection between the four Facilities (see 

paragraph 6.7 below), the Council considers that the relevant geographic dimension 

of the market corresponds with the Central Queensland coal region. The Council 

considers that it is unlikely that its conclusions in respect of criterion (a) would be 

                                                           
8
   In case any party wishes to make submissions as to the promotion of competition in the coal 

tenement or global coking coal markets independent of changes in competition in the rail 

haulage market, the Council notes that, on the evidence available to it at this stage, a material 

promotion of competition in these markets appears unlikely to result from access or increased 

access to the Services. The global coking coal market, at least, appears to be already 

effectively competitive. 
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materially different if its analysis was based on separate geographic markets for each 

Facility. 

Promotion of competition in the rail haulage market  

Declaration applications and submissions 

Pacific National 

5.14 Pacific National argues that access and particularly an unrestricted right of access will 

have a very significant impact on the competitive conditions in the rail haulage 

market. Without access to the Services, Pacific National submits that only QR Limited 

will be able to offer a haulage service for coal on the CQCN. Pacific National submits 

that improvements to competition will come about from better incentives for 

delivery of coal to port and investment in capital to ensure capacity will meet 

demand. It argues that while it has won some haulage contracts, competition is only 

occurring at the margin.  

5.15 Pacific National submits that QR Limited’s incentive to exercise its market power to 

the benefit of its above-rail business will be increased following the IPO. It argues that 

a privatised QR Limited will be ‘a vertically integrated, profit-maximising entity’ with 

sharpened commercial incentives to discriminate against above-rail competitors. 

Pacific National submits that: 

A privatised [QR Limited] would have a fiduciary duty to maximise value for 

shareholders by, amongst other things, exercising its monopoly power to 

minimise above-rail competition and charge non-cost reflective prices for 

haulage services to extract rents from tenement developers, provided it did so 

within the law (PN1, [6.53]). 

Queensland Government 

5.16 The Queensland Government submits that criterion (a) is not satisfied because the 

rail haulage market is effectively competitive. It argues that access will not result in a 

material promotion of competition because: 

 Pacific National's entry has improved the competitive dynamics of the 

market by introducing key performance indicators for haulage providers, 

improving pricing transparency and improving efficiency of above-rail 

operations 

 Pacific National currently holds 17 per cent of Queensland's coal haulage 

market, achieved in just over a year since Pacific National started hauling 

coal in Queensland 

 Pacific National has entered into new agreements with Anglo American 

Metallurgical Coal Pty Ltd  and Middlemount Coal Pty Ltd, and 
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 Pacific National is aiming to have approximately 30 per cent market share by 

2015 and other Queensland coal producers have expressed interest in 

contracting with Pacific National. 

5.17 The Queensland Government also argues that criterion (a) is not satisfied because 

the existence of the Queensland Rail Access Regime must be taken into account in 

assessing whether access will materially promote competition. It considers that Part 

IIIA is highly unlikely to be more effective than the Queensland Rail Access Regime in 

constraining market power because Part IIIA is a negotiate/arbitrate model requiring 

arbitration for each issue whereas the Queensland Rail Access Regime deals in detail 

with all aspects of access. 

QR Limited 

5.18 QR Limited submits that Pacific National has acquired close to 20 per cent market 

share in its first year of operations and therefore any argument that access under Part 

IIIA would result in a material promotion of competition may be presumed to suggest 

that it is the assets not currently declared under the Queensland Rail Access Regime, 

but that are included in the definitions of the Services in PN1 (ie the blue roads 

identified in paragraph 3.3 above), that will deliver the competition benefits.  

The Council’s assessment of the rail haulage market  

5.19 Access to the Services is necessary for potential operators to be able to offer services 

in the rail haulage market. The rail facilities that make up the CQCN occupy a position 

such that competition or increased competition in the market of rail haulage is 

dependent on access or increased access to the services provided by these facilities. 

5.20 The Council does not consider that existing competition in the rail haulage market is 

such that increased access cannot lead to a material promotion of competition. While 

Pacific National has gained significant market share since entering the rail haulage 

market it remains the only competitor to QR Limited, which holds in excess of 80 per 

cent market share. In the Council’s view scope remains for additional competition to 

result from increased access. 

5.21 Furthermore, in the assessment of a future with or without increased access, the 

weight given to Pacific National’s success to date in gaining market share must be 

tempered to the extent that QR Limited may in future have a stronger incentive to 

use its below-rail market power to the detriment of above-rail competitors.  

5.22 The Council does not accept submissions to the effect that criterion (a) cannot be 

satisfied where an effective access regime applies to a service because; either the 

operation of the access regime renders dependent markets effectively competitive, or 

dependent markets cannot be made materially more competitive through access 

under Part IIIA. The Council is not satisfied that competition in the rail haulage market 

cannot be further promoted. Furthermore to the extent that these submissions 
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require that access is considered in the context of particular regulatory outcomes, 

these submissions appear inconsistent with the Full Court’s view noted in paragraph 

5.3 above.  

5.23 Without access or increased access, QR Limited will be a privatised vertically 

integrated firm with greater ability and incentive to use its market power than would 

be the case with access or increased access. It follows that the rail haulage market 

will be more competitive with increased access than without. The Council considers 

that the promotion of competition would not be trivial. 

Preliminary conclusion on criterion (a) 

5.24 The Council is satisfied that access (or increased access) to the Services will promote 

a material increase in competition in at least one market other than the market for 

the Services, being the rail haulage market.  
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6 Criterion (b): Uneconomical to develop another facility 

Legal requirements 

6.1 Criterion (b) requires the Council to be satisfied that ‘it would be uneconomical for 

anyone to develop another facility to provide the service’ sought to be declared. This 

criterion seeks to ensure that declaration is limited to situations where the 

development of additional facilities would increase costs, waste resources and 

generally be contrary to Australia’s national interest. 

6.2 Criterion (b) is concerned with Australia’s national interest, not the private interests 

of any particular party or parties. Rather than assess whether development of 

another facility would be privately profitable, the Council and Tribunal have 

consistently construed the term ‘uneconomical’ in terms of social cost. The Council 

does not consider that assessment of social cost requires the analysis of all costs and 

benefits to society in developing another facility and considers that such analysis is 

more likely to be relevant to consideration of the public interest in relation to 

criterion (f) and to the Council’s discretion.9  

6.3 The assessment of criterion (b) centres on identifying whether a facility exhibits 

natural monopoly characteristics such that a single facility is capable of meeting likely 

demand at lower cost than two or more facilities. A facility that exhibits such 

characteristics is likely to be uneconomical to duplicate and society’s resources will be 

most efficiently used and costs minimised if duplicate facilities are not developed. In 

Re Duke Eastern Gas Pipeline Pty Ltd [2001] ACompT 2 the Tribunal stated that: 

[the] test is whether for a likely range of reasonably foreseeable demand for the 

services provided by means of the pipeline, it would be more efficient, in terms 

of costs and benefits to the community as a whole, for one pipeline to provide 

those services rather than more than one ([2001] ACompT 2, [137]). 

6.4 A natural monopoly is said to exist if one facility can produce the required outputs to 

meet demand at lower cost than two or more facilities. The Tribunal in Re Fortescue 

summarised its approach to identifying a natural monopoly by saying that: 

to determine whether a facility is a natural monopoly, it is necessary, first, to 

determine the reasonably foreseeable potential demand for the facility (strictly 

the service provided by the facility), and then compare the capital and 

operating costs of an existing facility (or an expanded existing facility) and a 

new facility (Re Fortescue, [855]). 

6.5 The key characteristics of a natural monopoly relate to the nature of costs and 

investments. Facilities that exhibit natural monopoly characteristics involve large and 

lumpy investment costs and significant economies of scale and/or economies of 

                                                           
9
  See Re Fortescue at [846]. 
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scope are often present. It is generally accepted that a natural monopoly is more 

likely to exist where capital costs are large relative to variable costs, implying high 

average costs compared with marginal costs. 

Declaration applications and submissions 

Pacific National 

6.6 Pacific National submits that the Services involve the use of rail track (and associated 

infrastructure) from points proximate to mine sites to: 

 in the case of the Blackwater Facility and Moura Facility, the Port of 

Gladstone and all power stations or other domestic coal users and any point 

of interconnection with another rail track located along those routes, and 

 in the case of the Newlands Facility and Goonyella Facility, the Dalrymple 

Bay Coal Terminal (DBCT) and Abbot Point Coal Terminal (APCT) and all 

power stations or other domestic coal users and any point of 

interconnection with another rail track located along those routes. 

6.7 The Moura and Blackwater facilities meet at Gladstone but are not otherwise 

interconnected. The Blackwater and Goonyella facilities join at Gregory, which 

enables mines in the Gregory vicinity to potentially use either the Port of Gladstone 

or the DBCT. The Goonyella and Newlands facilities do not currently interconnect but 

will do so upon construction of the GAP. In PN2, Pacific National submits that on 

completion of the GAP, rail operators providing haulage services on the Goonyella or 

Newlands Facilities will be able to offer haulage services to either the APCT or DBCT. 

6.8 Pacific National notes that the opening asset value provided in UT3 for the CQCN 

totals approximately $2.86 billion (at 30 June 2009). Broken down by Facility, the 

values are: 

 Blackwater Facility–$1 177 219 000 

 Goonyella Facility–$1 264 674 000 

 Moura Facility–$253 460 000 

 Newlands Facility–$165 424 000. 

6.9 Pacific National submits that these figures are a significant under-estimate of the cost 

that would be incurred in developing alternative rail infrastructure to provide the 

Services because the usual approach is to use replacement cost without any 

allowance for depreciation. 

6.10 Pacific National argues that the Services satisfy criterion (b) because the CQCN 

exhibits natural monopoly characteristics and each of the four systems has, with 

current committed expansion projects, sufficient capacity to meet likely demand for 
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the Services. Pacific National submits that the costs of expansion, while significant, 

are less than the costs of constructing duplicate facilities. 

6.11 Pacific National submits that the provision of heavy haulage rail infrastructure 

requires significant capital investment for: 

 construction of rail infrastructure, including the purchase of land, 

earthworks, track construction and installation of signalling equipment 

 maintenance and renewal of rail infrastructure, including repairs and 

replacement of track, signals and platforms, and 

 coordination and management of traffic on rail infrastructure, including 

train control and implementation of safe working procedures. 

6.12 Pacific National argues that while the ongoing maintenance costs and other operation 

costs associated with the rail infrastructure are likely to be significant, they are 

relatively small compared to the capital costs incurred in developing the rail 

infrastructure. Pacific National notes further that the capacity of a railway can often 

be expanded significantly at a relatively low incremental cost through discrete 

additions of capacity in the form of passing loops and upgraded signalling. Once 

incremental expansion options are exhausted (typically this occurs once passing loops 

are around 10 kilometres apart) the track must be duplicated or multi-tracked. This 

involves a much more substantial investment but delivers a disproportionately large 

increase in capacity compared to the construction of a similar length of track on a 

stand-alone basis. 

6.13 Pacific National submits that each of the four Facilities has, with current committed 

projects, sufficient capacity to meet the likely demand for the Services. The costs of 

proposed expansion projects are substantial, but Pacific National argues that the 

costs of expanding the CQCN are less than the costs of constructing duplicate 

facilities. 

6.14 In PN2, Pacific National submits that it requires access to the below rail services 

supplied by the blue roads in order to use the Facilities to provide rail haulage 

services for customers in competition with QR Limited. Pacific National argues that if 

a third party operator is unable to access railway track adjacent to the mainline track, 

it may effectively be denied access to the mainline track. Pacific National explains 

that, where access to the subsidiary track is controlled by an entity related to the 

access provider, the access seeker is forced to negotiate outside the access regime. 

Queensland Government 

6.15 The Queensland Government argues in QG2 that criterion (b) is not satisfied because 

some of the facilities listed in PN1 (ie the blue roads) relate to above rail services and 

the applications for declaration therefore extend to facilities that are economical to 

duplicate. The Queensland Government draws a distinction between the Queensland 
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Rail Access Regime, which requires that facilities relate to below rail services, and 

PN1, which seeks declaration of assets that relate to above rail services or could 

include above rail services. However, in QG3, the Queensland Government states that 

the declaration of the CQCN under the Queensland Rail Access Regime has been 

amended to ensure that the QCA will continue to have the ability to resolve disputes 

as to whether a facility is covered by the declaration. The Council does not intend to 

address this argument in detail. The Council accepts that the applications for 

declaration are limited to below-rail assets and agrees with the Queensland 

Government that disputes about coverage are properly addressed by the relevant 

regulator (ie the QCA under the Queensland Rail Access Regime10 or the ACCC under 

the National Access Regime). 

QR Limited 

6.16 QR Limited argues only that the blue roads (and not the Facilities) are economical to 

duplicate. The Council’s consideration of QR Limited’s argument is set out in the 

context of s 44F(4) in paragraphs 6.28-6.30 below. 

The Council’s assessment of the presence of natural monopoly 

characteristics 

6.17 Railways generally exhibit natural monopoly characteristics and across a range of 

demand levels continued extension of an existing facility will usually involve less cost 

than constructing a new facility. As some of the major construction costs of a railway, 

such as earthworks, construction of bridges and signalling infrastructure are avoided 

or at least minimised when extending an existing railway, extension will almost always 

be cheaper than duplicating a facility. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD), for example, has reported that expanding from single to 

double track roughly quadruples capacity at less than double the costs (OECD 2001, 

p 30). 

6.18 QR Network has published detailed information about planned investment in above 

and below-rail infrastructure expansion projects to meet future demand predictions. 

Table 1 below provides a summary of specific capacity expansion analysis by QR 

Network. 

                                                           
10

  Specifically under the access dispute procedure provided for in Division 5 of Part 5 of the QCA 

Act. 
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Table 1: Potential capacity of the Facilities 

Facility 2008-09 
throughput 

(mtpa) 

Capacity 
(mtpa) 

Planned or potential capacity increase 

Newlands  14.2 19 Upgrades to the Newlands system and the GAP will 
increase capacity to 50 mtpa. At 50 mtpa, capacity 
would match the current expansion plans for the APCT. 

Electrification of the Newlands system to increase 
capacity to 100 mtpa has been considered. With full 
duplication and 15 minute train separation, theoretical 
capacity is 200 mtpa. 

Goonyella 86.5 129* Capacity could be increased to 140 mtpa by reducing 
train separation to 24 minutes. 

An investment of around $100 million in relocating the 
Black Mountain crossover and signals and implementing 
electric pneumatic control braking potentially increases 
capacity to around 160 mtpa.  

Reducing separation to 15 minutes would increase 
capacity to approximately 200 mtpa, subject to supply 
chain factors. 

Full triplication from Hay Point to Coppabella would 
provide around 230 mtpa of capacity and support 
foreseeable expansion of the Hay Point Services Coal 
Terminal. A four-track corridor would increase capacity 
to 320 mtpa. 

Blackwater 50.7 85* Significant investment in grade easing, power systems 
upgrades and triplication between Aldoga and Rocklands 
would increase capacity to up to 160 mpta. 

Moura 11.3 17 With some duplication (dual tracking), loop extensions, 
new passing loops and formation strengthening, the 
system could meet demand of 80 mtpa. 

TOTAL 162.7 250  

* Upon completion of currently endorsed projects. 

Source: QR Network 2009, pp 19 and 27-30. 

6.19 According to QR Network, demand for coal from Queensland mines is expected to 

increase by 140 mtpa between 2010 and 2020, from 154 mtpa to 294 mtpa (QR 

Network 2009, pp 8 and 20). Existing capacity, based on the information extracted in 

Table 1 above, is only 44 mtpa or 15 per cent below the projected Queensland 

demand in 2020. Also, QR Network says that: 

If all rail corridors to the three central Queensland port precincts were 

duplicated and running 15 min train separation, then rail capacity would meet 

all foreseeable throughput growth and be approximately five times current 

tonnages. QR Network is able to provide the below rail infrastructure to provide 

this level of service, however train operators will need to run highly disciplined 

train operations to consistently operate trains at 15 minute separations (QR 

Network 2009, p 26). 
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6.20 It is likely therefore that there is sufficient capacity on the CQCN to accommodate 

foreseeable demand and future capacity constraints can be addressed by extensions 

and upgrades. The capital and operating costs of the Facilities (as and when expanded 

to meet foreseeable demand) are likely to be lower than the costs of constructing 

duplicate facilities. 

Alternative facilities that could provide the Services 

6.21 In PN1, Pacific National undertakes a supply and demand analysis for each Facility 

and argues that any one of the existing systems is unable to provide an alternative 

service to that provided by the other systems, with the exception of a limited number 

of mines in the Gregory area. Pacific National submits that given the distances 

involved, there is no alternative mode of transport which is a substitute for 

movement of coal by rail.  

6.22 The Council accepts that there are no alternative facilities that could provide the 

Services. 

Preliminary conclusion on criterion (b) 

6.23 The Council considers that each Facility exhibits strong natural monopoly 

characteristics and that there is sufficient capacity to meet the likely demand for the 

Services. Should capacity become constrained, the capacity can be augmented at 

lower cost than duplication. The Council is satisfied that it would be uneconomical to 

develop another facility to provide the Services.  

Section 44F(4): Is it economical to develop another facility to provide 

part of the Services? 

6.24 Section 44F(4) of the TPA provides: 

In deciding what recommendation to make, the Council must consider whether 

it would be economical for anyone to develop another facility that could 

provide part of the service. This subsection does not limit the grounds on which 

the Council may decide to recommend that the service be declared or not 

declared. 

QR Limited 

6.25 QR Limited submits that Pacific National, in including the blue roads in the definitions 

of Services, is seeking access to above-rail facilities for the provision of non-core 

services, and that those facilities are economical to duplicate. QR Limited argues that 

s 44F(4) of the TPA requires that: 
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even if the main service relating to below rail services is uneconomic to 

duplicate, the [Council] must separately consider whether it is uneconomic to 

duplicate facilities that allow for part of the declared service. Therefore, if it is 

economic to duplicate facilities to provide short-term maintenance, train 

provisioning or storage ..., then the [Council] must not declare that part of the 

service, even if it were otherwise satisfied that it should (QR1, [5.2]). 

6.26 QR Limited argues that the purpose for which Pacific National seeks access to each 

blue road areas follows. 

(a) Jilalan Number 4 Road: to allow better management of Jilalan Yard and to 

complete reliability and safety examinations 

(b) Jilalan Road providing access to the commissioning shed leased by Siemens: 

to allow access to workshops and commissioning facilities 

(c) two new Jilalan provisioning roads passing signals 49A/B and 50A/B: to 

allow access to train staging and sequencing 

(d) Moranbah freight siding: to allow access to field repairs, and 

(e) Callemondah Road to access commissioning shed/EDI shed: to allow access 

to workshops and commissioning facilities. 

6.27 QR Limited argues that the services provided by the blue roads can be provided at 

other facilities and that an access seeker could construct its own facilities elsewhere 

in the Central Queensland rail system. QR Limited says that the facilities Pacific 

National would have to duplicate for rolling stock maintenance and commissioning 

and the provisioning and storage of trains and locomotives require a ‘relatively small 

footprint’ and ‘would not represent a disproportionate investment for ... access 

seekers.’ QR Limited argues that ‘*t+his is particularly the case given the current full 

utilisation of these facilities by QR National Coal (or in the case of Moranbah, the 

expenditure required to remediate the facility)’ (QR1, [5.82]-[5.84]). 

The Council’s assessment 

6.28 Even if it assumed that part of any of the Facilities may be economical to duplicate, 

the Council does not accept QR Limited’s argument that it is prevented from declaring 

the Services. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill introducing the provision 

states: 

If the Council decides that it would be economical for someone to develop a 

facility that could provide part of the service, it could decline to recommend 

declaration of the service as defined by the applicant. The Applicant could then 

seek declaration of the service redefined to exclude that part that is economical 

for someone to provide (Competition Policy Reform Bill 1995 (Cth), Explanatory 

Memorandum at 180). 
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6.29 The extract from the Explanatory Memorandum identifies one course of action open 

to the Council but it is clear from the second sentence in s 44F(4) that the Council is 

not obliged to follow that particular course. The wording of s 44F(4) makes it clear 

that, even if the Council forms the view that it would be economical for someone to 

develop another facility to provide part of the service, the Council has a discretion as 

to whether or not to recommend declaration. In exercising this discretion the Council 

takes into account the objects of Part IIIA. 

6.30 The Council considers that the excision of the blue roads from a declaration of the 

Services as defined may enable the service provider to frustrate the objects of Part 

IIIA by effectively limiting access to the declared service. For example, an access 

seeker may not be able to compete effectively with the incumbent operator if it is 

denied access to specific parts of a facility necessary to allow it to use the facility in its 

entirety. In those circumstances, the Council may be inclined to exercise its discretion 

to declare the Services as defined, notwithstanding whether the blue roads may be 

economical to duplicate. However, the Council does not consider that it is necessary 

to exercise its discretion in this case. The Council accepts that the applications for 

declaration are limited to the below-rail infrastructure comprising the Facilities by 

which the Services are provided, and that each Facility exhibits strong natural 

monopoly characteristics and is not economical to duplicate. 

Preliminary conclusion on s 44F(4) 

6.31 The Council does not consider that it is economical for anyone to develop another 

facility to provide part of the Services. 
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7 Criterion (c): National significance 

Legal requirements 

7.1 Criterion (c) provides that the Council cannot recommend that a service be declared 

unless it is satisfied that the facility is of national significance, having regard to: 

(i) the size of the facility; 

(ii) the importance of the facility to constitutional trade or commerce; or 

(iii) the importance of the facility to the national economy. 

7.2 Criterion (c) is intended to ensure that only facilities that play a significant role in the 

national economy fall within Part IIIA. While declaration is concerned with access to 

services, criterion (c) relates to the national significance of the facility providing the 

service. Given that s 44G(2)(c) specifies ‘or’ after each of the factors, a facility need 

only satisfy one of the three factors for criterion (c) to be met,11 although there is 

considerable overlap between the importance of a facility to constitutional trade or 

commerce and its importance to the national economy. 

Size 

7.3 The physical dimensions of a facility may provide guidance on its national 

significance. Indicators of size for the purposes of criterion (c) include: 

(a) the facility’s physical dimensions 

(a) the throughput of goods on the facility, and 

(b) the replacement cost of the facility. 

7.4 The Council does not consider that any single dimension of a facility will be 

determinative in terms of its size. Rather, the Council considers various indicators in 

assessing the ‘size’ element of criterion (c). A facility’s size is considered in the context 

of assessing whether the facility is of national significance. The Council considers that 

the question it must ask itself is whether it is satisfied that the facility is nationally 

significant, in light of relevant indicators of size.  

Importance to constitutional trade or commerce 

7.5 Section 44B of the TPA defines ‘constitutional trade or commerce’ to mean any of the 

following:  

(a) trade or commerce among the States; 

                                                           
11

  See Re Services Sydney Pty Limited [2005] ACompT 7 at [180]. 
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(b) trade or commerce between Australia and places outside Australia; 

(c) trade or commerce between a State and a Territory, or between two 

Territories.  

7.6 The importance of the facility to constitutional trade or commerce may be indicated 

by the monetary value of trade that depends on the facility, or the importance of the 

facility to trade or commerce in related markets. 

Importance to the national economy 

7.7 The Council focuses its assessment of importance to the national economy on the 

markets in which access would materially promote competition. The Council has 

stated that it generally considers national significance to be established if the 

dependent market provides substantial annual sales revenue to participating 

businesses (NCC 2009, [5.9]). In Re Sydney International Airport [2000] ACompT 1 at 

[208], the Tribunal emphasised the importance of the airport to ‘Australia’s 

commercial links with the rest of the world’. In the Carpentaria Transport Final 

Recommendation (NCC 1997), the Council considered the rail track to be nationally 

significant in terms of the national economy ‘due to the importance of the ports 

serviced [and because] the Brisbane-Cairns corridor is the main trunk line which is 

essential to the efficient operation of all of Queensland’s rail system’ (NCC 1997, 59). 

Declaration applications and submissions 

7.8 Pacific National argues that each of the Facilities by which the Services are provided 

satisfy each element of criterion (c). 

7.9 Pacific National provides the following figures for the Facilities. 

(a) The Blackwater Facility consists of 994 kilometres of bi-directional railway 

track of which 823 kilometres is electrified. In 2008-09 the throughput for 

the Blackwater System was 50.7 mtpa representing exports valued at 

approximately $4.664 billion. 

(b) The Goonyella Facility consists of 924 kilometres of bi-directional track all of 

which is electrified. Its throughput for 2008-09 was 87.0 mtpa representing 

exports valued at approximately $8.004 billion. 

(c) The Moura Facility consists of 301 kilometres of single line track and passing 

loops. Its throughput for 2008-09 was 17 mtpa representing exports valued 

at approximately $1.564 billion. It is anticipated that it will be required to 

haul over 80 mtpa in the future. 

(d) The Newlands Facility consists of 203 kilometres of single line track. In 

2008-09 it had throughput of 14.2 mtpa with capacity of approximately 19 

mtpa representing export value of approximately $1.306 billion. 
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(e) The total depreciated optimised replacement cost value of the four systems 

at 30 June 2009 was approximately $2.86 billion. 

7.10 Pacific National argues that it follows that each of the Facilities are of national 

significance due to their size and importance to Australian trade and commerce and 

the national economy. 

7.11 The Council did not receive any submissions arguing that the Facilities are not 

nationally significant. 

The Council’s assessment 

7.12 The Council has considered the various indicators of size, including length, 

throughput and replacement cost, and considers that the Facilities are nationally 

significant in terms of size.  

7.13 The Council considers that the Facilities are nationally significant in terms of their 

importance to constitutional trade and commerce and the national economy, noting 

that: 

 in 2008-09, Queensland exported 159.5 million tonnes of coal, including 

31.06 million tonnes of soft coking coal and 82.72 million tonnes of hard 

coking coal (Queensland Government 2010a, pp 32-33) 

 Australian metallurgical coal exports in the calendar year 2009 were 

136 million tonnes (ABARE 2010, p 383), and 

 in 2008-09, metallurgical coal was Australia’s second largest export, with 

exports valued at $23.5 billion, behind only iron ore and pellets at 

$31.7 billion (ABARE 2010, p 290). 

Preliminary conclusion on criterion (c) 

7.14 The Council is satisfied that each of the Facilities, which together comprise the CQCN 

and by which the Services are provided, is of national significance.  
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8 Criterion (d): Health and safety 

8.1 Criterion (d) (as in force on the date the Council received PN1) requires that the 

Council be satisfied that access to the service can be provided without undue risk to 

human health or safety. 

Declaration applications and submissions 

8.2 Pacific National submits that access to the Services can be provided safely because 

the TI Act and associated regulations, which establish a scheme for rail safety 

accreditation, apply to the Facilities and the Services. The relevant regulator is the 

Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads. Pacific National submits that it 

currently complies with all applicable legislation including the TI Act and the 

regulations made under it in respect of its coal operations in Queensland. Pacific 

National undertakes to continue to adhere to its legislative health and safety 

obligations and operate in accordance with best practice if the Services are declared. 

8.3 In QG1 (ie the application for certification), the Queensland Government indicates 

that the rail safety provisions of the TI Act are expected to be replaced upon 

proclamation of the Rail Safety Act later in 2010. The Rail Safety Act will impose a 

general duty upon rail operators to ensure rail safety and will impose specific 

obligations to identify, assess and determine how to manage the risks to safety arising 

from (among other things) the operations of another rail operator. The Rail Safety Act 

provides for management of such risks through the entry by operators into interface 

agreements. 

8.4 The Council did received no submissions arguing that access to the Services could not 

be provided without undue risk to human health and safety. 

The Council’s assessment 

8.5 The Council expects that some additional coordination and management of safety 

issues may be required if multiple operators run trains on the CQCN, and that this 

may impose some additional costs. However, the Council considers that access to the 

Services can be provided without undue risk to human health or safety and any issues 

arising from use of the Services by more than one operator can be addressed through 

the negotiation of an access arrangement or arbitration by the ACCC and/or (upon 

proclamation of the Rail Safety Act) an interface agreement. 

Preliminary conclusion on criterion (d) 

8.6 The Council is satisfied that access to the Services can be provided without undue risk 

to human health or safety. 
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9 Criterion (e): Effective access regime 

9.1 Criterion (e) (as in force on the date the Council received PN1) requires that the 

Council be satisfied that access to the service is not already the subject of an effective 

access regime. 

9.2 Under s 44G(3), in deciding whether a regime established by a state or territory 

constitutes an effective access regime, the Council must: 

(a) apply the ‘clause 6 principles’12 

(b) have regard to the objects of Part IIIA,13 and 

(c) subject to s 44DA (which requires the Council to treat the clause 6 principles 

as guidelines rather than binding rules), not consider any other matter. 

9.3 Where a service is the subject of an access regime that has been certified by the 

relevant Commonwealth Minister under Part IIIA, the Council must follow that 

decision unless it believes that, since certification, there have been substantial 

modifications to the access regime or the clause 6 principles. 

The Council’s assessment 

9.4 The Council has considered the effectiveness of the Queensland Rail Access Regime in 

its recommendation on the application for certification. The Council adopts the 

analysis in its draft recommendation on that matter for the purposes of its 

consideration of criterion (e) in respect of the applications for declaration. 

9.5 In the draft recommendation on the application for certification, the Council 

concludes that the Queensland Rail Access Regime is an effective access regime. The 

Council considers therefore that the Services are subject to an effective access 

regime. 

Preliminary conclusion on criterion (e) 

9.6 For the reasons given in its draft recommendation on certification of the Queensland 

Rail Access Regime, the Council is not satisfied that criterion (e) is met in relation to 

the applications for declaration. 

                                                           
12

  The ‘clause 6 principles’ are set out in clause 6 of the Competition Principles Agreement 

between the Commonwealth and all the States and Territories of Australia. 
13

  The objects of Part IIIA are set out in s 44AA of the TPA; see paragraph 4.9 above. 
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10 Criterion (f): Not contrary to the public interest; discretion 

not to declare 

Legal requirements 

10.1 Criterion (f) provides that the Council cannot recommend that a service be declared 

unless it is satisfied ‘that access (or increased access) to the service would not be 

contrary to the public interest’. 

10.2 When applying the equivalent test in s 44H(4)(f) of the TPA, the Tribunal stated in Re 

Services Sydney Pty Limited [2005] ACompT 7 (at [192]): 

This criterion does not require the Tribunal to be affirmatively satisfied that 

declaration would be in the public interest. Rather it requires that it be satisfied 

that declaration is not contrary to the public interest. It enables consideration 

of the overall costs and benefits likely to result from declaration and the 

consideration of other public interest issues which do not fall within criteria 

(a)-(e). 

10.3 The term ‘public interest’ is not defined in the TPA but the Council considers that this 

term allows consideration of a broad range of issues, including but not limited to: 

 ecologically sustainable development 

 social welfare and equity considerations, including community service 

obligations 

 government legislation and policies relating to matters such as occupational 

health and safety, industrial relations, and access and equity 

 economic and regional development, including employment and investment 

growth 

 the interests of consumers generally or of a class of consumers 

 the competitiveness of Australian businesses, and 

 the efficient allocation of resources. 

10.4 Consideration of criterion (f) does not revisit the issues considered under the other 

declaration criteria. Rather, it draws on the Council’s conclusions in relation to those 

criteria. The Council considers that the test in criterion (f) requires that the Council is 

satisfied that the overall costs to the Australian public that arise from access do not 

exceed the overall benefits. This assessment is on the basis of ‘likely’ costs and 

benefits because access (or increased access) is prospective.  

10.5 The approach of the Full Court in the Sydney Airport Appeal to the meaning of 

‘access’ (see paragraph 5.3 above) limits the assessment of criterion (f) to whether 
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access on reasonable terms and conditions is contrary to the public interest.14 

However, the Council also has the discretion not to recommend declaration of a 

service notwithstanding that criterion (f) is satisfied. The discretion may be affected 

by a wide range of relevant considerations not otherwise considered under 

s 44G(2).15 The more detailed inquiry necessary to assess whether both declaration 

and access under Part IIIA are in the public interest goes to the Council’s discretion, 

rather than to its assessment of criterion (f).16 

Declaration applications and submissions 

Pacific National 

10.6 Pacific National submits that declaration of the Services will lead to greater efficiency 

in the provision of coal haulage services in Queensland and will lead to Queensland 

coal producers being more effective competitors, particularly in the market for 

globally traded coking coal. Rather than being discouraged, investment in both 

below-rail and above-rail infrastructure will be promoted by the existence of above 

rail competition. 

10.7 Pacific National argues that the National Access Regime will address the incentives 

resulting from vertical integration, and particularly the opportunity for non-price 

discrimination, which it contends are currently not addressed by the Queensland Rail 

Access Regime. 

10.8 Pacific National acknowledges that if the Services are declared, the National Access 

Regime will overlap to some extent with the Queensland Rail Access Regime creating 

an additional regulatory burden. Pacific National acknowledges the costs of 

regulatory uncertainty and the risk of inconsistent decisions on broadly related issues 

under the two regulatory frameworks, but argues that the additional regulatory costs 

are not likely to be significant and that improvements in competition resulting from 

declaration of the Services would outweigh the additional regulatory burden of 

overlapping access regimes. 

Queensland Government 

10.9 The Queensland Government submits that it is against the public interest to have 

multiple access regimes apply to the CQCN because it will cause confusion, increase 

costs, delay investment, increase the potential for regulatory gaming and forum 

shopping and is inconsistent with the objective of regulatory consistency expressed 

in s 44AA of the TPA. 

                                                           
14

  See also: Re Fortescue, [1164]. 
15

  Sydney Airport Appeal, [38]-[39]. 
16

  See discussion in Re Fortescue at [1163]-[1167]. 
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10.10 The Queensland Government submits that state access regimes have historically 

been the primary and preferred way of regulating state infrastructure. It argues that 

it is highly unlikely that the negotiate/arbitrate model under Part IIIA will more 

effectively constrain market power than the Queensland Rail Access Regime. 

QR Limited 

10.11 QR Limited submits that declaration of the ‘blue roads’ is not in the public interest 

because QR National Coal will need to use ‘red roads’ to undertake maintenance, 

provisioning, commissioning and storage of trains, since it is at or near full capacity 

on its ‘blue roads’ used for these purposes. This, according to QR Limited, would 

cause operational inefficiencies and congestion and a consequent reduction in export 

volumes. QR Limited argues that reduced throughput will arise from increased 

congestion in the Jilalan precinct, and private costs avoided by Pacific National will 

result in deadweight losses to other supply chain participants because of increased 

vessel queuing times and concomitant demurrage costs. 

10.12 QR Limited notes that the new Jilalan facility was developed to support QR National 

Coal’s capacity forecasts. QR Limited claims that declaration of the ‘above-rail’ assets 

will result in inefficient reductions in scale to ensure capacity exists only to meet the 

needs of the business. 

The Council’s assessment 

Benefits of access 

10.13 In light of its conclusions about criteria (a) and (b), the Council considers that 

increased access to the CQCN is likely to result in public benefits arising from the 

promotion of a material increase competition in the rail haulage market and a 

reduced need for uneconomical duplication of facilities exhibiting natural monopoly 

characteristics.  

10.14 Increased competition in the rail haulage market could be expected to result in 

improved services to customers, beneficial price changes, additional output and 

greater innovation. These benefits will have flow on effects in the broader economy, 

particularly if increased access results in a substantial increase in the production of 

coal. However, while the benefits likely to arise from increased access are material, 

they are considerably less than would have been the case if access was not already 

available. 

10.15 The Council does not consider that the benefits from the reduced need to duplicate 

natural monopoly facilities are significant. There is arguably a benefit in minimising 

the amount of below-rail infrastructure in Central Queensland, but it has not been 
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suggested to the Council that alternative railways are likely to be constructed in the 

absence of declaration or increased access. 

Costs of access 

Investment disincentives 

10.16 The Council does not agree with QR Limited that access to the blue roads will create a 

disincentive to invest in the network or lead to inefficient reductions in scale. QR 

Limited’s reasonably anticipated needs for the Service cannot be abrogated by an 

ACCC determination (s 44W of the TPA) and the ACCC is required to take QR Limited’s 

legitimate business interests and the efficient operation of the facility into account in 

making a determination (s 44X of the TPA). Given these protections, and as the direct 

costs of access can be compensated in the access price, the Council does not see why 

it would be rational for a profit-maximising vertically integrated firm to reduce 

investment in upstream infrastructure needed to meet demand from its downstream 

business simply because a third party may have access to that infrastructure. 

Reduced throughput 

10.17 The Council does not agree with QR Limited that access to the blue roads will reduce 

throughput of coal on the CQCN or result in increased deadweight demurrage costs. 

Pacific National already provides rail haulage services on the CQCN, but does not 

currently have access to the blue roads. The blue roads represent a minimal increase 

in declaration coverage. Any displacement of QR Limited’s existing use of the blue 

roads resulting from access to them is properly addressed at the second stage of the 

National Access Regime, with arbitrated access being subject to the protections of 

ss 44W and 44X. 

Regulatory costs 

10.18 The Council considers that increased access would incur additional regulatory costs in 

the form of the costs of negotiation and arbitration of the terms of access, including 

the costs of legal and expert advice, the costs of the ACCC and the internal costs to 

the access seeker and service provider. Although direct regulatory costs may be 

significant, in many cases they will be outweighed by the benefits resulting from 

access. 

10.19 In this case, because some access is already available and there is already some 

competition in the rail haulage market, the potential benefits are not as great as 

would be the case where no third parties have been able to provide haulage services. 

As a result, it is less clear that the benefits from increases access will outweigh the 

costs of regulation. At the same time, the IPO is more likely to increase rather than 

decrease the potential for long-running access disputes. In addition, the Council 

considers that the application of a second access regime to the Services may create 
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opportunities for forum shopping and raise the prospect of inconsistent regulatory 

decisions. 

10.20 The Council considers that in order to assess whether the regulatory costs of access 

outweigh the benefits it is necessary to consider the relative benefits of the two 

access regimes, including whether or not Part IIIA is likely to be more effective a 

constraint on market power than the Queensland Rail Access Regime. In light of the 

application of the interpretation of ‘access’ by the Full Court in the Sydney Airport 

Appeal (see paragraph 10.5 above), the Council has conducted its assessment in the 

context of its discretion. The most relevant differences (at the date of this draft 

recommendation) between the two regimes are set out in Table 2 below.  

Table 2: Comparison of Queensland Rail Access Regime and Part IIIA (September 2010) 

Queensland Rail Access Regime Part IIIA 

Access negotiation and dispute resolution 

Declaration imposes an obligation on a service 
provider to negotiate in good faith. In 
negotiating access agreements, the provider 
must not unfairly differentiate between access 
seekers in a way that has a material adverse 
effect on an access seeker’s ability to compete 
(QCA Act ss 99, 100). 

In providing access, the provider must not 
unfairly differentiate between access seekers in 
a way that has a material adverse effect on the 
ability of one or more access seekers to compete 
in negotiating access agreements (QCA Act s 
168C). 

The provider must endeavour to meet the needs 
of the access seeker in terms of (among other 
things) information about price and cost of the 
service, asset values and capacity (QCA Act 
s 101). 

Where an access dispute arises, the QCA refers 
the parties to mediation (QCA Act s 115A). The 
mediator may refer the parties to arbitration by 
the QCA (QCA Act s 115F) or a party may refer to 
arbitration if another party is in breach of a 
mediation agreement (QCA Act s 115G). 

Where parties are unable to agree on terms of 
access to a declared service, the ACCC may be 
notified of an access dispute (TPA s 44S). The 
ACCC must arbitrate the dispute unless it is 
terminated (TPA s 44V). 

A determination by the QCA may deal with any 
matter relating to access to the service, even 
matters not the subject of the access dispute 
notice (QCA Act s 117). 

A determination may specify the terms of 
access and the ACCC may take into account 
any matters it thinks relevant (TPA ss 44V(2)(c) 
and 44X(2)) 
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Queensland Rail Access Regime Part IIIA 

Access undertakings 

The QCA may require the owner or operator of a 
declared service to give a draft access 
undertaking (QCA Act s 133). 

The QCA can require amended undertaking (QCA 
Act s 139), can conduct investigation (QCA Act 
s 145) and has power to require specific 
amendments (QCA Act s 134) or impose an 
undertaking (QCA Act s 135). 

Current or expected owner or operator of a 
declared or an undeclared service may give a 
voluntary draft access undertaking (QCA Act 
s 136). 

Specific requirements must be included in 
undertaking, including provisions relating to 
(among other things) calculation of access 
charges, provision of information, timeframes, 
capacity, accounting, extensions, safe operation 
and remedying materially unfair differentiation 
by related access providers (QCA Act s 137). 

A person who is or expects to be a service 
provider may give an access undertaking 
(TPA s 44ZZA(1)). 

The ACCC may accept an undertaking if it 
thinks it is appropriate considering (among 
other things) the objects of Part IIIA, the 
pricing principles in s 44ZZCA, the interests of 
the provider, public and potential users 
(TPA s 44ZZA(3)). 

The ACCC cannot accept an undertaking if 
access to the service is subject to a certified 
regime (TPA s 44ZZA(3AA)). 

Capacity management 

Access undertakings set out rules for capacity 
allocation which apply to all users and access 
seekers. 

UT2 provides for situations including: 

 formation and management of a queue, 
and 

 resumption, relinquishment and transfer of 
capacity. 

UT3 also provides for: 

 competing access requests 

 requests for mutually exclusive access 
rights, and 

 capacity expansion. 

Priority is given under s 44W to incumbent 
operators, but no provision is made for 
allocation of remaining capacity between third 
parties.

17
 

10.21 Where the likelihood of protracted access disputes is low, the negotiate/arbitrate 

model can provide more timely and cost effective outcomes than the preparation of 

an access undertaking.18 However, in the present case it is apparent from the conduct 

                                                           
17

  See: Re Fortescue, [609]. 
18

  See, for example, the Council’s determination in favour of light regulation of the Kalgoorlie to 

Kambalda Pipeline (NCC 2010) (available on the Council website: www.ncc.gov.au), where the 

Council accepted that light regulation would be less cost effective than full regulation where 

access disputes would lead to multiple arbitrations. As there had been no resort in the past to 

dispute resolution in respect of the pipeline, the Council considered the likelihood of future 
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of the development of the access undertakings under the Queensland Rail Access 

Regime that there are a number of significant issues that may result in access 

disputes.19 In view of the heightened commercial incentives QR Limited will have 

following the IPO, the Council considers that the potential for access disputes will 

increase.  The Council is also concerned that many of Pacific National’s specific 

concerns about the Queensland Rail Access Regime, namely the lack of structural 

separation between QR Limited’s above-rail and below-rail businesses and the lack of 

certainty around the meaning of ‘unfair differentiation’, are less likely to be able to be 

effectively addressed under the Part IIIA negotiate/arbitrate regime.  

10.22 The scope for access disputes regarding capacity allocation also appears greater 

under Part IIIA than the Queensland Rail Access Regime. Access undertakings under 

the Queensland Rail Access Regime provide a foundation on which parties can 

negotiate an access agreement. Part 7 of UT2 (and UT3) makes specific and detailed 

provision for the allocation of capacity. It applies to all users and access seekers, 

including QR Network’s related train service operators. Relevant provisions include 

those relating to competing access applications, requests for mutually exclusive 

access rights, formation of queues for capacity, resumption and transfer of capacity 

and dealing with capacity expansions. These provide current and potential users of a 

facility with a degree of certainty about how their capacity entitlements will be 

determined. Part IIIA, on the other hand, protects the existing usage of the 

incumbent users with no specific provision as to how requests for capacity from new 

access seekers will be addressed.20 In this regard, the Tribunal in Re Fortescue 

proceeded ‘on the basis that an owner will generally have priority of use over third 

parties’ (Re Fortescue, [606]). The circumstances in Re Fortescue were different from 

the present case in that there were no third parties operating on the lines in question 

at the time the application was made. In the present case, where any additional third 

party seeks access to the Services under Part IIIA, the incumbents’ reasonably 

anticipated needs for the Services (ie not their current needs) must be 

accommodated first.  

                                                                                                                                                                     
access disputes would be low and light regulation was likely to result in cost savings to the 

applicant and other parties. 
19

  For example, in its draft determination on QR Network’s draft 2009 access undertaking (QCA 

2009), the QCA rejected or modified proposals by QR Network including: that QR Network 

increase its rate of return at the same time as reducing its risk; that ring-fencing arrangements 

be relaxed; how capacity would be allocated and access conditions imposed for major 

projects; and for the early termination of the undertaking. 
20

  Section 44W of the TPA provides that existing users cannot be deprived of a sufficient amount 

of the service for their reasonably anticipated needs and s 44X requires the ACCC to take 

account of factors including the interests of the parties and the public, the operational and 

technical requirements for safe and reliable operation of the facility and the facility’s 

economically efficient operation. 
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10.23 Further, a determination by the ACCC need not require that the service provider 

provide access to the service. It is therefore not certain that any access or increased 

access will ensue from declaration under Part IIIA. The Queensland Rail Access 

Regime, on the other hand, has demonstrably resulted in QR Limited providing, and 

Pacific National obtaining, access to the CQCN. 

10.24 In the circumstances, the Council considers that the provision of access under 

Part IIIA is likely to be achieved less efficiently, less timely and less cost effectively 

than under the Queensland Rail Access Regime. The greater cost and delay in 

resolving multiple access disputes under Part IIIA mean that Part IIIA is also likely to 

be a less effective constraint than the Queensland Rail Access Regime on QR Limited’s 

ability to exercise market power. 

10.25 The Council is not satisfied that the regulatory costs of increased access would not 

outweigh the benefits.  

10.26 Even if this were not the case, and irrespective of whether the Queensland Rail 

Access Regime is an effective access regime for the purposes of criterion (e), the 

Queensland Rail Access Regime is a more effective means of regulating access to the 

CQCN than the negotiate/arbitrate arrangements that would be available following 

declaration under Part IIIA. In these circumstances the Council considers that it 

should exercise its discretion not to recommend declaration. 

Preliminary conclusion on criterion (f) and discretion 

10.27 The Council is not satisfied that access is not contrary to the public interest and 

considers that the applications for declaration do not satisfy criterion (f). 

10.28 The Council considers that, even if it were satisfied in respect of criterion (f), it should 

exercise its discretion not to recommend that the Services be declared. 
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11 Duration of Declaration 

Legal requirements 

11.1 Section 44H(8) of the TPA requires that if the designated Minister declares a service, 

the declaration must specify the expiry date of the declaration. Therefore, although 

the Council’s draft recommendation is that the Services not be declared, the Council 

has considered the period for which the Services should be declared in the event that 

its final recommendation or the decision of the designated Minister is in favour of 

declaration. 

Declaration applications and submissions 

11.2 Pacific National seeks declaration of the Services for 50 years. 

The Council’s assessment 

11.3 In considering the appropriate duration of declaration, the Council has regard to the 

importance of long term certainty for business, including access seekers, service 

providers and other affected parties. It also considers the declaration period 

necessary to ensure that the benefits expected from access are able to be realised. 

This requires that the rights granted by declaration be in place long enough to 

influence the pattern of competition in relevant dependent markets. 

11.4 Against these considerations must be balanced the potential for technological 

development, reform initiatives (such as changes in legislation governing access to 

the relevant service) and future market evolution. Further, the Council considers that 

access regulation governing services, including the right granted by declaration, 

should be reviewed periodically. The expiry of a declaration provides such an 

opportunity.  

11.5 Any declaration can be revoked on the recommendation of the Council (s 44J of the 

TPA). The Council may make such a recommendation if it considers that the 

declaration criteria are no longer met. This would allow the Council to reconsider a 

declaration recommendation in the event of a significant development that impacted 

on the basis for its recommendation. 

11.6 In a number of recent recommendations relating to declaration of railways, the 

Council has considered that a period of 20 years provides certainty for parties in 

making investment decisions and is sufficient to allow access seekers to realise the 

benefits of declaration.21 Such a period is also sufficient for declaration to influence 

the pattern of competition in dependent markets. In the present case however, 

access is already available under the Queensland Rail Access Regime. The concerns 

                                                           
21

  See, for example: NCC 2006 and NCC 2008. 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/tpa1974149/s44h.html
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about long-term certainty for access seekers are therefore less acute and a period as 

long as 20 years is unlikely to be necessary in order to realise any benefits that might 

ensue from declaration. A shorter declaration period is also preferable given the 

potential regulatory costs of declaration under Part IIIA and the availability of 

regulation under the Queensland Rail Access Regime.  

Preliminary conclusion on section 44H(8) 

11.7 The Council considers that a declaration of 10 years would be appropriate, in the 

event that its final recommendation (or the decision of the designated Minister) is 

that the Services be declared.  

  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/tpa1974149/s44h.html
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Appendix A Central Queensland Coal Network 
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Appendix B ─ Information taken into account by the Council  

(Includes information considered by the Council in preparing the draft recommendations in respect of the 

applications for declaration of the CQCN and for certification of the Queensland Rail Access Regime) 

 

Author Date Title Confidentiality 

Applications and submissions 

Pacific National Pty 

Ltd  

18 May 

2010 

Application under Part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act 

1974 for a Declaration Recommendation for the Services 

provided by Queensland Rail’s Queensland Coal Rail 

Network (including annexures) (PN1). 

Part 

Pacific National Pty 

Ltd 

14 July 2010 Letter to the Council (PN2). No 

Pacific National Pty 

Ltd 

19 July 2010  Submission to the National Competition Council: 

Queensland Rail Network, Certification and Declaration 

Applications (including annexures and covering letter) 

(PN3). 

No 

Pacific National Pty 

Ltd 

26 July 2010 Letter to the Council.  

Pacific National Pty 

Ltd 

16 August 

2010 

Pacific National Supplementary Submission to National 

Competition Council on the Queensland Rail Network 

(PN4). 

No 

Queensland 

Government 

17 June 

2010 

Application to the National Competition Council for a 

Recommendation on the Effectiveness of an Access 

Regime; Queensland Third Party Access Regime for Rail 

Services Provided by Queensland Intrastate Rail 

Network (QG1). 

No 

Queensland 

Government  

19 July 2010 Submission to the National Competition Council: 

Application under part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act 

1974 for a Declaration Recommendation for the Services 

provided by Queensland Rail’s Queensland Coal Rail 

Network (QG2). 

No 

Queensland 

Government  

16 August 

2010 

Submission to the National Competition Council: 

Application by the Queensland Government for a 

Recommendation on the Effectiveness of the 

Queensland Rail Access Regime; Application by Pacific 

National Pty Ltd for a Recommendation that Services 

provided by Queensland Rail’s Queensland Coal Rail 

Network be declared under Part IIIA of the Trade 

Practices Act 1974 (QG3). 

No 

QR Limited 19 July 2010 Submission to the National Competition Council on the 

Application for Declaration of the Central Queensland 

No 
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Author Date Title Confidentiality 

Coal Rail Network (QR1). 

QR Limited 9 August 

2010 

Letter to the Council. No 

References 

ABARE (Australian 

Bureau of 

Agricultural and 

Research 

Economics) 

2010 Australian Commodities, June Quarter 2010.  

Asciano Limited 2010a Investor briefing, 13 May 2010.  

Asciano Limited 2010b Submission to the NCC: Certification of the Western 

Australian Rail Access Regime; Response to the WA 

Government Submission to the NCC. 

 

COAG (Council of 

Australian 

Governments) 

1995 Competition Principles Agreement, as amended 13 April 

2007. 

 

Mark Hinson SC 24 June 

2010 

Memorandum of Advice: Re Queensland Rail Access 

Regime-Judicial Review Process (Subject to legal 

professional privilege) 

Yes  

NCC (National 

Competition 

Council) 

1997 Application for Declaration by Carpentaria Transport of 

Queensland rail freight services, Final Recommendation. 

 

NCC 2004 Application by Services Sydney for declaration of sewage 

transmission and interconnection services provided by 

Sydney Water, Final Recommendation. 

 

NCC 2005 The Lakes R Us application for declaration of water 

storage and transport services, Final Recommendation. 

 

NCC 2006 Application for declaration of a service provided by the 

Mt Newman railway line under section 44F(1) of the 

Trade Practices Act 1974. 

 

NCC 2008 Application for declaration of a service provided by the 

Robe Railway, Final Recommendation. 

 

NCC 2009a Declaration of Services, A guide to Declaration under 

Part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth). 

 

NCC 2009b Certification of State and Territory Access Regimes, A 

guide to Certification under Part IIIA of the Trade 

Practices Act 1974 (Cth). 

 

NCC 2009c NSW Water Industry Access Regime - Final 

Recommendation. 
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Author Date Title Confidentiality 

NCC 2010 Application for a light regulation determination in 

respect of the Kalgoorlie Kambalda Pipeline, Final 

Determination and Statement of Reasons. 

 

OECD 

(Organisation for 

Economic Co-

operation and 

Development) 

2001 Railway reform, regulation of freight transport markets, 

European Conference of Ministers of Transport, Paris. 

 

QCA (Queensland 

Competition 

Authority) 

2009 Draft Decision, QR Network 2009 Draft Access 

Undertaking, December 2009. 

 

Queensland 

Government 

2008 Queensland coal transport, Planning for growth: Coal 

infrastructure in Queensland, Overview of future 

expansion. 

 

Queensland 

Government 

2010a Railing Queensland’s Coal, A new era for Queensland’s 

coal export industry. 

 

Queensland 

Government 

2010b Proposed amendments to the Queensland Competition 

Authority Act 1997 and Transport Infrastructure Act 

1994 Consultation Paper. 

 

QR Network 2008 QR Network’s access undertakings approved by the QCA 

and which became effective on 1 July 2005 and 1 

September 2008 (UT2). 

 

QR Network 2009 2009 Coal Rail Infrastructure Master Plan.  

QR Network 2010 Proposed replacement access undertaking submitted to 

the Queensland Competition Authority for approval on 

15 April 2010 (UT3). 

 

Tribunal and court decisions 

  BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd v National Competition 

Council [2008] HCA 45; (2008) 82 ALJR 1482; 249 ALR 

418 (BHPBIO v NCC). 

 

  In the matter of Fortescue Metals Group Limited [2010] 

A CompT 2 (Re Fortescue). 

 

  Re Duke Eastern Gas Pipeline Pty Ltd [2001] ACompT 2.  

  Re Services Sydney Pty Limited [2005] ACompT 7.  

  Re Sydney International Airport [2000] ACompT 1.  

  Sydney Airport Corporation Limited v Australian 

Competition Tribunal [2006] FCAFC 146 (Sydney Airport 

Appeal). 

 

Acts and other instruments 
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Author Date Title Confidentiality 

  Competition Policy Reform Bill 1995 (Cth), Explanatory 

Memorandum. 

 

  Judicial Review Act 1991 (Qld).  

  Motor Accident Insurance and Other Legislation 

Amendment Act 2010 (Qld) (Amendment Act). 

 

  Motor Accident Insurance and Other Legislation 

Amendment Bill 2010 (Qld), Explanatory Notes. 

 

  Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld) (QCA 

Act). 

 

  Queensland Competition Authority Regulation 2007 

(Qld).(QCA Regulation) 

 

  Queensland Competition Authority Amendment 

Regulation (No 3) 2010 (Qld). 

 

  Rail Safety Act 2010 (Qld) (Rail Safety Act).  

  Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth).  

  Trade Practices Amendment (Infrastructure Access) Act 

2010 (Cth). 

 

  Trade Practices Amendment (National Access Regime) 

Bill 2005 (Cth), Explanatory Memorandum. 

 

  Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (Qld) (TI Act).  

  Transport (Rail Safety Act) 2010 (Qld).  
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Appendix C –Chronology 

 

Date Event 

19 May 2010 Applications for declaration received by the Council. 

21 May 2010 Notice of the applications for declaration published in The 
Australian and on the Council’s website, inviting submissions in 
response to the application. Interested parties notified. 

17 June 2010 Application for certification of the Queensland Rail Access Regime 

received by the Council. 

21 June 2010 Notice of the application for certification published in The 

Australian and on the Council’s website, inviting submissions in 

response to the application. Interested parties notified. 

19 July 2010 Closing date for submissions on the applications for declaration 

and certification. 

16 August 2010 Closing date for supplementary submissions on the applications 

for declaration and certification. 

14 September 2010  Draft recommendations released. 

14 October 2010 Closing date for submissions on the draft recommendations. 

 


